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Orienge Conterra 2.2 Focuses on Scalability and Enhanced Productivity
New York, New York, December 18, 2012 – Orienge, LLC (“Orienge”) releases the latest version of the
Orienge Conterra Enterprise Content Management (“ECM”) system, Conterra 2.2. The new release is aimed
at satisfying various user requests related to core ECM modules and supporting the implementation process
with Workflow Analysis tools. Built on upgraded web access and IS-Builder platform, Conterra 2.2 delivers
scalability and convenient tools to enhance productivity.
The new Web Access now allows users to preview documents and design covers for every folder. The ISBuilder 7.10 platform includes consistency and performance improvements, while guaranteeing efficient
work and better user experience for more than 10,000 users:
Object Hints are designed to provide users with appropriate information on the object they are working
with (User, Organization, etc.). Frequently selected users (or user groups) are also displayed while
entering the Task Route field.
New options have been added to the search criteria: Version size, Size of all versions and “Me” value.
Search in User trees is also complemented by additional requisites.
A Favorites node in User tree can be used to facilitate the process of assigning access rights.
Improved data security is ensured by preventing databooks from showing all records and hiding
organizational structure.
The new Conterra Integration Toolset (CIT) in Conterra 2.2 also provides data exchange between different
systems (e.g. Conterra and SAP or Microsoft Dynamics). CIT is a flexible feature which allows synchronizing
references, managing objects from external systems, and viewing connected documents.
The Records Management solution is upgraded to provide links between records, including links between
electronic and non-electronic records. The new Milestones feature added in the Contract management
solution enables managers and employees to track the contract lifecycle stages and receive notifications.
New Conterra reports such as Pivot Table of Document Circulation Volume or Summary of Work Done
allow customers to streamline the company efficiency.
“Significant amounts of work have been done to meet all the market expectations,” said Daniel P. Shields,
President and CEO of Orienge. “In this new Conterra release, we focused on the most important
characteristics such as scalability, reliability and data security. Through the add-on enhancements, Conterra
2.2 enables companies to achieve greater performance improvement with easier deployment and use. The
company’s plans for the future include the platform advancement and consistent expansion in ready-to-use
Conterra-based business solutions to meet customer challenges.”
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